
Presidents Washington and Adams 



§ Constitution passed and ratified by 
states in 1789 

§ General George Washington had 
planned on retirement at 57 

§ Instead voted 1st US President 
receiving 100% of the Electoral 
College vote 

§ Each elector then cast vote for VP – 
John Adams then won majority of 
those and became vice-president 

"My country has in 
its wisdom contrived 
for me the most 
insignificant office 
that ever the 
invention of man 
contrived or his 
imagination 
conceived.” – VP 
John Adams 



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  George Washington was elected twice with 100% of the 
electoral college votes? 



§ Many Americans feared a president might try 
to become king 

§ But they trusted Washington immensely… 
believed his leadership had brought them 
victory in the Revolutionary War. 

§  Washington asked to be called “Mr. 
President” instead of “His Highness the 
President of the United States and Protector of 
their Liberties” Also suggested was “His 
Excellency” 

§ This calmed some of the fear of the presidency 



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  George Washington wanted to be called… “His Highness 
the President of the United States and Protector of their 
Liberties” 



CABINET 
§ Presidential appointees run departments of 
the Executive Branch… 

§ Washington had three cabinet 
departments instead of the 15 run by 
Presidents today…  

§ State Dept: Thomas Jefferson as Secretary 

§ War Dept: Henry Knox 

§ Treasury Dept: Alexander Hamilton 



Secretary of the  
Treasury 

 
Alexander Hamilton 

Secretary of War 
 

Henry Knox 

Secretary of 
State 
 
Thomas 
Jefferson 



Current US Executive 
Departments 

§  Treasury  1789   

§  State   1789   

§  Interior  1849   

§  Justice  1870   

§  Agriculture  1889   

§  Commerce  1903   

§  Labor  1913  

§  Defense  1947 

§  15 Cabinet Depts!   

×  Health and Human Services  1953  

×  Housing and Urban Development 
 1965   

×  Transportation    1966 
  

×  Energy     1977 
  

×  Education     1979 
  

×  Veterans Affairs    1989 
  

×  Homeland Security   2002 
  

https://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/cabinet 



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  George Washington had the same 15 Cabinet 
departments that presidents have today 



§  Attorney General  - Edmund Randolph 

§  Chief Justice of the Supreme Court – John Jay 



§ To fulfill the promise made  

 by Federalists to convince Anti-
Federalists to ratify the Constitution 

§ 12 amendments introduced by James 
Madison and passed by Congress 

§ 10 of these were ratified by the states 

§ Together these limit the powers of 
government and protect the rights of 
individual citizens 



JUDICIARY ACT 

§ 1789 First act of the 1st US Congress – 
should we have national courts or only state 
courts? (Constitution only created Supreme 
Court) 

§ Established 3 circuit courts and 13 district 
courts 

§ The Supreme Court remained above all of 
these – led by John Jay 

§ System allowed state laws to remain but 
gave federal courts the power to reverse 
state court decisions 



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  Before the Judiciary act of 1789 there was only one U.S. 
Court…. The Supreme Court 



§ The costs of the Revolutionary War  

 (The government could not even pay the $3000 Washington 
spent to move himself to NY) 

§ Many states owed large sums to foreign 
countries since they had borrowed to 
fund Revolutionary War 

§ Treasury Secretary Hamilton proposed 
the new federal government assume 
and pay off the debts the states owed to 
foreign countries (assumption) 

§ This angered many since some states 
owed less than others 

 



 $3.8 Trillion 
3,800,000,000,000 

Current 
Debt:   $23 
Trillion 

Today’s 
Dollars: 

Debt Clock: 
www.usdebtclock.org 

US Pop 1790: 3.92 Million 
US Pop 2016: 322 Million 

6 times more debt 

82 times as many people 



Table Talk:  What’s causing those spikes in the debt? 



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  After the revolutionary war the new United States was 
deeply in debt 



§ Most angry about Hamilton’s                                  
plan were the southern states  

§ They owed less war debt than northern 
states – some had paid it off already 
themselves and believed each state should 
do the same 

§ Felt it unfair that so much of the new 
nation’s $ would go to pay off the debt of 
the northern states 

§ First year of new country and we already 
see tension between northern and southern 
states! 



§ To raise money for the Revolutionary War, the 
Confederation government (and many states) had sold 
war bonds.  Soldiers were often paid with them.  

§ You bought a bond for $x  and would collect  >$x 
(investment) 

§ Many people tired of waiting for payment of their 
bonds sold them for much less than face value to 
speculators as bond values plunged 

§ Now Hamilton was offering to buy them back at full 
value which would benefit the speculators and not the 
original owners of the bonds 



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  The states were in deep disagreement about how to solve 
the debt crisis 



COMPROMISE  

§ A dinner meeting between                           
Jefferson, Madison, and Hamilton 

§ Southern states would agree to federal 
assumption of war debt 

§ US Capital would move from New York 
City to a new “southern” location 

§ Capital City of Washington, D.C. to be 
constructed (between VA and MD) 

§ Capital would move to Philadelphia 
during construction of D.C. 



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  A new capitol city was proposed between Virginia and 
Maryland to help convince the Southern states to accept 
Hamilton’s plan for the economy 



§ Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton 
had a plan to strengthen the US economy… 

1  Create a National Bank 

2  Collect Tariffs on imports 

3  Create new Federal Taxes  

 



§ There were 8 banks in 1792 – all established 
by State Governments using various 
currencies 

§ A National Bank was opposed by Thomas 
Jefferson and James Madison - called 
unconstitutional 

§ Hamilton used “implied powers” to win the 
debate… implied powers are those not 
specified in the Constitution (used the 
“necessary and proper” clause)  

§ First conflict between a loose versus strict 
interpretation of the Constitution 

§ The Constitution doesn’t say we can’t create a 
National Bank! 



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  Hamilton tried to use “implied powers” to convince others 
to accept his plan for a national bank 



§ Hamilton favored a manufacturing              
economy over an agricultural economy 

§ He proposed tariffs (taxes on imported goods) 
to encourage Americans to buy more 
American products 

§ Also proposed a “Coast Guard” to patrol 
smuggling 

§ Tariffs were opposed by the South which had 
little industry and a more agricultural economy 
and imported more goods than the north.  

§ Approved by Congress (later)– earned much 
money (good thing too since there was NO 
income tax yet)   



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  Tariffs (taxes on imported goods) were favored by the 
South because they imported fewer goods. 



§ Hamilton wanted to create the first ever national taxes 
of 25% on liquor (first federal taxes) 

§ Congress eventually approved these, including a tax 
on whiskey distilled in the US 



§ Hamilton’s plan…  

… created new financial 
powers for the Govt but 
deeply divided the nation 

… opponents (including 
Jefferson and Madison) 
feared a national 
government with strong 
economic powers, 
dominated by wealthy 
ruling class (much like 
England had been) 



WHISKEY REBELLION 

§ Caused by Treasury Secretary Alexander 
Hamilton’s tax on whiskey farmers made 
from surplus corn – (an excise tax, or tax on 
production of specific goods) the first US tax 
on US produced goods 

§ Western PA, angry farmers  - didn’t think 
they should pay a heavy tax on whiskey they 
made from their own corn. 

§  The angry farmers threatened Tax 
Collectors, held meetings, talked of 
secession, and even marched on Pittsburgh 



§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  Hamilton’s new tax on Whiskey angered farmers who 
rebelled in response to the new taxes 



Tax collector in PA tarred and feathered and 
made to “ride the rail” 



§ President Washington felt rebellion challenged not 
only the authority of the government, but the rights of 
the people the government was supposed to protect 

§ Washington sent in US troops to squash the 
rebellion…. reviewed troops himself (actually led by 
Henry Lee of VA – remember him?) 24 rebels 
indicted for insurrection. 

§ Some say Hamilton wanted this conflict to occur as an 
opportunity to show Federal dominance  

§   Message: those who oppose laws must do so 
peacefully through constitutional means or the 
government will use force to keep order 



§   Frequent conflict with  Native Americans 

§  Tribes often turned to Spain and Britain for assistance 

§  Britain encouraged tribes to attack American settlements 

§  Both Britain and France wanted to keep US out of the NW 
Territory 

§  American soldiers killed – eventually Battle of Fallen Timbers 
crushed Native hopes and secured settlement rights in the 
Ohio River valley  





§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  With Britain and France gone, settlement of the northwest 
territories went smoothly 



§  Some Americans supported France (south particularly)  

§  Manufacturers and merchants favored Britain due to trade 
(mostly in the north)  

§  Fearing US involvement in another war between Britain 
and France, Washington issued the  Proclamation of 
Neutrality to keep US out of war 

-  prohibited Americans from fighting in war 

-  barred French and British warships from US ports 

- Set precedent for US policies of “Isolationism” that would 
last for  100 years 



§  Impressment was the British practice of forcing sailors of 
American merchant ships to serve in British navy 

§   This angered Americans and moved U.S. popular opinion 
closer to another war with Britain 

To be fair it went 
both ways – the 
US did it to, as 
did France 



§   Jay’s Treaty - with Britain 

§  Britain would finally remove troops and ships from U.S. 

§  Did not solve trade and impressment issues 

  though – and Jay was ridiculed  for the weaknesses in the 

 treaty 



§  Pinckney’s Treaty 
- with Spain 

§  Gave America very 
important 
navigation rights to 
the Mississippi                                                        
river and trade via 
New Orleans 



§  Britain and France don’t seem to be treating us as equals… 
instead they seem to be picking on us. What might be 
some reasons for this? What do you think we should have 
done about it? 





§  George Washington chose not to run for a 3rd term as 
President (setting a precedent that would be followed for 
over a century)  

§  Federalist John Adams elected as 2nd US President 

§   Republican Thomas Jefferson finished second, served as 
Vice President under due to Constitutional rule that the 
candidate with second highest # of votes was be VP 

§   Thus we had a Pres and a VP from two very different 
parties who fought bitterly for four years 





§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  George Washington wanted a 3rd term as President but 
the Constitution didn’t allow for it 



XYZ AFFAIR  

§  New President John Adams wanted to avoid war with 
France so he sent representatives there to smooth over 
disputes 

§  French Foreign Minister Charles de Talleyrand refused to 
meet with U.S. reps sent to France by Adams Instead 
Talleyrand sent three agents (X,Y,Z) who demanded a 
bribe (tribute) – this increased tension and nearly 
resulted in a war with France.   

§  “Millions for defense, but not one cent for tribute!” 
popular slogan of the day 



Table Talk: What’s going on in this political cartoon? 



ALIEN AND SEDITION ACTS  
§   In response to fear of a war with France, President John 

Adams proposed the Alien and Sedition Acts 

§   Passed by Congress (led by the Federalists) they 
strengthened the nation’s security but frightened some 
that the fed. Govt. was becoming too strong by taking 
away the rights of US citizens 

§   Deeply divided country – the south (dominated by 
Democratic-Republicans) particularly felt the Federal 
Gov’t (and the Federalist Party) had gone too far 





§  One finger true – two fingers false 

§  With the Alien and Sedition Acts, the Federalist Party used 
American’s fear of a war with France to improve its own 
political power  



§  Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions of 1798 and 1799 
(Jefferson and Madison)… claimed the Alien and Sedition 
Acts violated the Constitution and therefore violated their 
State’s Rights 

§   Powers not specifically designated to the (fed) 
government should be left to the states – US Constitution 
Amendment X 

§  Nullification: The idea that a state government can 
ignore US Federal laws they believe to be 
unconstitutional… 

§  Issue of States’ Rights would plague country up to Civil 
War – beyond?  



§  Pick the best answer…  fingers in the air… 

§  The term Nullification refers to the ability of 

§  1 – the US federal government to nullify a state’s rights 

§  2 – a state government to nullify a federal law is believes 
violates its states rights 

§  3 – the ability of a state to leave the union if t doesn't like 
US laws 


